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SAGA GETS NEW CONTRACT: CHANGES PROMISED
by Waiter Givhan

Vice- Chancellor J. J. Bennett

has approved the recommenda-
tion of the Gailor Committee to

contract with SAGA Food
Service Tor the school year

1976-1977. the contract is a one
year contract containing a "can-

cellation clause" which asserts

the right of the University to

ask for new bids and cancel the

contract with either 60 or 90
days notice. The

consisting of Norman

Jetrnundsen and Roy Hawkins
from the O.G., Ted Doss and Jan

Cunningham from the D.A., and
Deans Seiters and Cushman, will

review the draft of the contract

before it is signed.

The renewed service by Saga
will include many new features

and some changes according to

Dean Seiters and Jan
Cunningham. Saga will hire a

trained chef, (fully trained by an
accredited "chef school") from
outside this area. The committee
will look into the possibility of

Saga having their corporation

dietician examine the menus at

serving will remain "cafeteria"

style; however. Dean Seiters

hopes to start an open-all-day;

continuous serving schedule with

breaks of only one-half an hour

to an hour between serving

periods. Seiters believes this will

speed up serving.

The Gailor Committee has

been established for years, but

this year is the first time it has

regularly met and consulted with

people from Saga. The
committee outlines its duties as

meeting regularly with the Saga
personnel,(including District

Chief, local manager, and
managers of dining hall), looking

over menus, making suggestions

as to finalizing of contracts(as of
this year), and concerning itself

with the genera!., procedure of
running the dining hall.

The committee reports back
to the O.G. and D.A., and
reports as a whole to the Provost
and Vice Chancellor through

the Director of Auxiliary

Services.

Decisions concerning

monetary outlay are made by
the Director of Auxiliary

Services, the Provost, and the

Vice Chancellor. The committee
can make suggestions about how
to use the budget money
awarded to Gailor(i.e.

equipment.-., new dishes, etc.)

Complete information on the

Saga's bid, menus, and financial

data will appear in next week's

PURPLE.

Sexual Discrimination Continues

by Pat Keahey

Not everyone connected

with the University of the

South (students, faculty,

alumi, etc.) is pleased with

the present men-women
ratio among the student

body. Since Sewanee
began admitting women in

1968, the ratio of men to

women has slowly

decreased from an 8 to 1

ratio to the present ratio

of roughly 3 men to every

2 women (60 percent men and

40 percent women).
There are a considerable

number of faculty members
at Sewanee who would like

to see a change in this ratio

for two reasons:

1) They feel that

discrimination purely on the

basis of sex is unfair, and

2) They know for a fact

that "high quality" applicants

have been turned down in

order to maintain the present

ratio. The faculty members
with whom I spoke want to

teach students who are able to

perform well academically

regardless of their sex.

However, I spoke with no one
on the faculty who wished

to admit women just to even

the present ratio. Everyone I

spoke with felt that the present

ratio was a hindrance to

admission of better qualified

students. There have been

qualified women and men,
for that .matter, who have been

refused admission to Sewanee
in order to maintain the ratio.

It is a fact that, in general,

women at Sewanee have done
better academically than men.
It is interesting to note,

however, that as the number
of women enrolled in Sewanee
has increased, their overall

academic performance has

VIEWPOINT
decreased while the overall

academic performance of the

student body is slowly

increasing. At present, the

women, as a group, still hold

the edge in academic

performance.

The group that has the final

say on admission policy is the

Board of Regents. They are all

male graduates of Sewanee
when Sewanee was all male.

The main support for the

continuence of the present

ratio comes from the Board
of Regents. Although I did

not speak with any of the

Regents, I have been told by
informed sources that the

basic reasons for opposition by
the Regents to increased

female attendance at Sewanee
are as follows:

1) There is a belief among
the Regents that the greatest

financial contributions will

come from male graduates. But

the next time you walk into

Dupont library look at the

lady's picture in the foyer.

She gave over $200,000 a year

(cont. page3)
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Prospects for equality look bleak

Chaplaincy Comm. Narrows Choice to Four
by Cindy Irvin

Upon Assistant Chaplain

Daryl C;m fill's announcement
at the end of last semester that

he would be resigning his

position to assume parish

duties, a search committee for

a replacement was formed. The
committee consisted of

Faculty from the College and
Seminary, the Chaplians,

Bishop Jones and several

students.

The Committee was
presented with a list of 75
names which were submitted
by Bishops, rectors, and friends

of the University. From this

list the Committee narrowed
its choice to five applicants:

Loyd Edwards, Carlyle Gill,

Robert Griffiths, Jeff Walker,

and John Cruse, who removed
his name from the list March
31st.

Loyd Edwards holds a

doctoral degree in Physics from

Louisiana State University and

graduated from Nashota House

Seminary. He is now serving at

a ichuroh in Nashville. He has

expressed a great interest in

college ministry with which he

was acquainted during his years

at L.S.U.

Carlyle Gill has worked for

the World Council of Churches

for two years. She is well

qualified in counseling as she

spent an entire year in Clinical

Pastoral Education (only 1

ALLEN TATE WILL MOVE TO NASHVILLE
by Samuel Howell

The Sewanee community
and the University of the

South will suffer a great

loss this spring when Mr.

Allen Tate and his family

move to Nashville. Mr. Tate's

health necessitates the move.

Su ffering from emphysema

,

Mr. Tate requires the services

of a lung specialist which are

not available in Sewanee. In

Nashville, Mr. Tate will have

the specialized equipment and

J" personal attention that his

condition demands.

The Tates, who have lived

i_ in Sewanee for the past eight

years, like the community very

much. The atmosphere of a

small, academic town appeals

to them. University facilities,

such as the library, are quite

adequate for Mr. Tate's needs.

Household considerations, such

as shopping and marketing, are,

only Mrs. Tate can regularly

attend to them.
Mr. Tate was the first

Brown Foundation Fellow at

the University. Since then, he

has lived in retirement. His

latest book is MEMOIRS AND
OPINIONS: 1926-1974.

The Tates plan to move in

the middle of June.

quarter Is normally required'

for seminarians). She will

graduate this spring from

Virginia Theological Seminary.

Robert Griffiths is a

graduate of General

Theological Seminary. He has

several years experience in

counseling and is presently

serving as Chaplain to the girl

students at Kent Preparatory

School in Connecticut.

Jeff Walker is a graduate of

the University of the South

and St. Luke's Seminary. He is

presently serving as Canon in

Christ Church Cathedral,

Houston, Texas. During his

years at the Seminary he served

as seminarian assistant to the

Chaplains.

Each of these remaining 4

candidates visited the campus

and had conferences of

different natures with members

of the screening committee.

After a review of comments

returned by individuals with

whom the candidates had

conferences, the Chaplains are

to hold several meetings during

which time they, along with

Bishop Jones, Archie

Stapleton, and Craig Anderson,

will reach a decision. The

(cont. page 3)
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Interview II: J. Jefferson Bennett

by Jim Harper
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diversity is plannii

r proposed, and th<

ntioned, rampant

; present

PURPLE: In th

inflation. We also have general e«

words, one of the tightest budgets w<

that we cannot afford everything that we want, that our priorities

firmly ordered. In light of all this, would you term the University-

financial condition as a crisis situation or would you use another word?

BENNETT: No, I wouldn't use the word crisis, not at all. On the other hand,

I would be less than honest if I didn't say we have financial problems. We always

have had and we always will have. An educational insititution is a losing

i don't increase your net revenues by

must be made up by continuingly growing

iluntary support of the operating budget.

hkIciii body to make up that portion of

ial condition if anything, is stronger today

vlcCrady (Dr. Edward McCrady, Bennel

business. It supposed to be, Yc

increasing the student body, becaus

pays us. The difference

endowments, continuingly growing v

and the presenee of a decent size

the budget, tc o. Bui Sewanee's finan

than it was fi e years ago. I think Dr

predecessor) v/ould tell you himself

the 1/2 millio a dollar deficit year w
problems have been eliminated.

iated also

f budget control and that is restrictions on expenditure:

risis is to just don't buy it, if you don't have to have it. I

iterview in the PURPLE was a very good elucidation <

University. There are some "musts" that y

ds" that take priority and allocation. There

i 1967 s

and I

The way to avoid a

thought Dr, Alverez's

f the present budget

»u can't avoid. There

BENNETT: Well, ye

years before that thei

following year it was reduced to abov

to $100,000. The first year after I

because 1 have to talk about the thini

coming here reversed that trend -bi

underestimated endowment earnings,

expenditures of about $200,000

1973, which was my secont

Now, 1 don't lik

could have been made. And any dollars that com'

ought to go out to support the faculty and staff

In the fiscal year ending August '74 on an

$89,000 deficit, that is about 1% which is very <

iree years preceding my coming here, three

operating deficit of about $500,000. The

aout S300.000 and the year before my arrival

e -and I'll keep referring to me
ithai

)ut nevertheless the first year, since we

, we had a surplus of operating income over

ind then in the fiscal year ending August

budget year, "

a surplus of $158,000.

large surpasses. That means, in effect, we

, in effect, delayed salary improvements that

e operating budget

>8 billion budget we had an

lose. The fiscal year ending

June 30, 1975 was a ten month year, when we moved our fiscal year back. On a

ten month annual budget of $7,870,000, we had a $51,000 deficit which is

about */« of 1%. When this fiscal year is over, we should come out almost exactly

, but you can't tell what may happen.

! had 2 consecutive "deficit" years, they

of the total resources of the University,

mmitted practically everything we could

the point where there has been no
pected expenditure rears it's ugly little

dgeted funds to take care of it. That's not good
We ought to have at least $75,000 a year contingency fund,

sted, that we can dip into when there is a building that needs its roof

The point is even though wi

have been almost insignificant in '

Our problem has been that we ha

contingency fund, and when the

head, we don't have

<ht about. The budget for next year will be in excess

\ got it budgeted with a $36,000 contingency fund.

THE CAPITAL DEBT

unting any short I

large, if yo . the long I

fi indebtedness of the

ir line of credit, how
indebtedness of the

iity?

BENNETT- Well the current indebtedness on the physical plant is

$1 430 000 That includes a little over $100,000 on the Bishop's Common, a

little over $350 000 on the Science Hall, almost $500,000 on Trezevant, a little

over $300 000* on Cravens Hall, and $150,000 on Hamilton Hall at the

the long term debts-the capital debts on buildings that
Acaderr

buil 1 the r ney to pay 1
- the c reral

bout 8% on that portio

year, does that apply t

into the basic financi;

urrent funds

there are pledges backed up by appropriate provisio

retire a good portion of that, but in the meantime, in effect, that it

borrowed, and on which we pay interest.

PURPLE: How much interest do we pay on that a year?

BENNETT: Well, let's see, at the present time, y<

yourself if you take $1,400,000 at the present rate of a

of the debt. (Computed the interest comes to $112,000

PURPLE: If the University runs a budget deficit in a

the capital debt of the University? How is it writter

BENNETT: Well, at that time then the Board has

sell part of its endowment and place the proceeds

account.you see, and bring the current funds budget into balance; or it can, as

we hate done here, elect not to reduce the endowment and therefore

endowment earnings of next year -in which you start a vicious circle-in which it

is awfully hard to live. Instead, it can simply arrange for a note at a Bank and

borrow the money. And that's what we have done.

Now, let me hasten to add this. There was a long period of time when

there was an excess of revenues over expenditures in the current funds account

and that's accumulated. When you run into a deficit year you, in effect, are

paying back to the current fund account that part which had been earned in

years before. A lot of this is simply a matter of bookkeeping; it is extremely

important bookkeeping, because a series of debts establish a trend. Last week I

was with a Southern Assoc. Accrediting Team visiting another college of about

this size, related to the Methodist Church. They have had an operating deficit for

each of the past five years in excess of $600,000 £

imagine it. And they have met theirs by sell

$4,000,000 left. They're in trouble.

. They 1

"The way to avoid ; i to just don't buy it, if you don't ha

if I 1 1

t the banks?

While we are on debts would

refer to another question that you had asked m-

connection with the funding of operating deficit

that sort of thing-you asked how is our note secun

PURPLE: Right.

BENNETT: In order to get the preferred rate that we do ha-

pledge endowment investments against that debt. These of course are

unrestricted endowment gifts and so the bank is perfectly secure. If they called

and demanded a note tomorrow for 1 million and 'A dollars, we could pay it, but

Ul.lll '

nd they wouldn't do i -nh<-.PURPLE: You wouldn't

BENNETT: No danger.

PURPLE; Just normal collateral procedures?

BENNETT: Right. None of the plant for instance is mortgaged. There is no

mortgage on the University.

PURPLE: Is the capital debt being gradually retired?

PURPLE: Slowly. When I came here the capital debt was over $2,000,000.

We are down now below $1,500,000. That has happened in 2 major areas. One,

the Chapel Completion Fund has in fact been completed. There was a debt of

almost $200,000 on the Chapel when I came. We have gotten that paid off and

consecrated it. With Hamilton Hall, Mr. Hamilton has been making substantial

payments over the years on the cost of that building. His pledge toward paying is

secured by his will. That's why for instance Hamilton Hall was constructed at a

cost of $809,000 and the debt is only $154,000. It is slow, but it is progress!

STUDENT PRESSURE

PURPLE: After the February regent's meeting, you expressed the opinion

that the increased academic pressure felt by students was a reflection of national

trends, and increased financial, political and moral pressures. If this is so, what
do you think Sewanee, as a leader of educational institutions can do about it?

Can we take a positive approach toward this national trend, or do you think

we're merely going to have to go along with it?

BENNETT: I don't think that it's an either/or situation, and neither did I

intend to imply that a reflection of the frustrations of society today, its

disappointments, sense of concern - "will what I do make a difference?"- is the

only reason, but I certainly think it's a contributing cause. As to what Sewanee
can do, it seems to me we are doing it, in that the sense of frustration and
pressure, believe it or not, is perhaps less here than you would find in most
places, as severe as it is. In addition to that, I think there is a substantial effort

on the part of the faculty to review their own work assignments to make certain

that they are requiring quality and not just quantity, not make-work things.

So in that sense, perhaps the students' expressions of distress have been helpful,

(cont. page 11)
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Women Must Meet Tougher Admission Requirements
(cont. from page 1) 3) Some of the Regents receive anv further m-Mcitm ,-,,n,,,i.. f..,u., mi._ .«_. „ _,_„_:._ _...

to Sewanee before her death.

2) The Regents feel that if

male enrollment was reduced
in order to allow an increase in

female enrollment, the athletic

program would suffer. It would
probably suffer because there

would be fewer men and thus
less available depth among the
various teams. Of course, more

night

competitive capacity

women's athletics, if tl

would be any consolation
the loss of strength in i

better-recognized male

3) Some of the Regents
feel that present alumni
support (financial and
otherwise) would decrease if

more women were admitted.
Many of the men who attended
Sewanee during the all male
era are prejudiced against

further increase in female
enrollment simply because
they do not wish to see the
male dominated traditions of

Sewanee totally erased. Some
of them are prejudiced against

women being at Sewanee in

the first place. And it is

worthwhile to note that I have
been told that if the Regents

any further pressure

about the men-women ratio,

they might possibly react by
reducing the present number of
women or permantly freezing

the number of women that

can be admitted.

Thus, the Board of Regents
dictates the limits on
admissions. They do, however,
give the Vice Chancellor the
power to fix the male-female
ratio withir

cho — . able to

determine just how much
leeway the Vice Chancellor

considerable.

Chancellor defines what the
exact ratio will be in

accordance with what he feels

will be acceptable by the
Regents. He then instructs the
Admissions Committee as to
the bounds they must conform
to. The Admissions Committee
does not formulate the ratio
policy. The Admissions
Committee follows the ratio
that is given to them by the

Vice Chancellor.

For the moment, there are

definite plans for any
change in the present male-

female ratio. There are faculty

members of the Admissions
Committee who would like to

see the current ratio policy

reconsidered. But this desire

for reconsideration of the ratio

policy has been evident since
the year 1969. This year is no
exception. If, however, any
action is taken by these
members of the Admissions
Committee, It will occur within

four weeks,

STUDENTS GUESTS AT
Martin Bailey,

Manchester, and James Green,
of Elkmont, Alabama, students
at the University of the South,

' were recent guests at the
Columbia University School
of Engineering and Applied
Science in New York City for
a special Combined Plan
weekend, it was reported

The Engineering School
meeting was designed to
introduce Messrs. Bailey and

Green and the 44 other
students from various parts of
the country to the Combined
Plan program, an educational

affiliation between Columbia
and 67 other colleges and

Fiddler's Convention
COLUMBIA Gains Popularity
ippropriate degrees from both . .

* *'

South
from all i

participated in the
contest for prize money which
totaled over $600.00. The

PlanSelect Combinei
students take three

years of liberal arts studies

at their original school before
transferring to Columbia for

two years of engineering

courses, thus earning

New iQcation—Just off 1-24

right next to the Kayo station

in Monteagle.

Julie's Truck Stop

Open 24 Hours
FREE COFFEE ALL THE TIME!

We now serve homemade biscuits

Brsakfast
iservedL _at any time

appropriate degrees from both

During the Combined Plan

weekend (February 13-14), Mr.
Bailey, Mr. Green, and the

student visitors from 24 other Sned"great popul
colleges and universities held bluegrass musician ,

conferences with various sounn- nnri mtaaina
school officials about the

engineering degree programs.

Nearly 1,200 students have
taken part in the Combined
Plan since its inception 25
years ago, and of that group
very few have been academic
failures

Bob Dilworth

people hailed

i Services,.any

professional than with similar

great

ful

i-r „,,

CAREER SERVICES

ATTENTION

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
150 jobs available this

summer
Newsptipc.

3rd. If you

rinling Ccrporotion / hiring college

wiih fin

! 7ih Ihrougn September

vidson, 3'jlherford, ion, V/ilion,

Sumner, ftcberison ond ore interested in a good paying
job for i.he summer monfhs then check into mis op-
portunity. AH Studenls hired in April and tV.ay will report
to work on lAcnday, June 7, 1976.

To Apply For One Of These Jobs Come By

Newspoper Printing Corn.
U09 Dread Street

Nashville, Tenn. 37202

Sen Mr, Tom Jones or Gory Cunrunahom
Mom thru Fri. i:30-l 1:30 A.M. ond 2-4:30 KM.

Out of town students coll our toll free No.
(BOO) Z12-Z237 and ask for Miss Morrison to

sciiot'yle on appointment.

Hank Selby, direc

year's convention,
the success of the coi

cooperation of the

fl f\ 17 and staff of the Univ.

UI/JV help.d w"h the eve

Jeff Runge was chosen
4

.

5 students worked

Student Director for Province V Convention run smoothly
at the ODK National Convention John Friedenberg

.

which met in Atlanta on April director), Don Rainey
2-4. Province V includes
Tennessee, Kentucky, and part
of West Virginia.

Runge, who
ODK delegat
served

devoted its efforts to ... ..

the ODK Constitution and by
law

A- . Durin
Ormcron Delta Kappa is a Mflrch „

ational leadership fraternity R __
hich was fnnnrton at W«ch. noP«

Margaret

CHAPLAINCY

COMMITTEE

:andidate's

nitted

vill i be

Vice-Chancellor who in turn
will submit the name for

election at the next Board of
Regents meeting which is to be
held the end of April. The
election will be finalized by

. Sewanee's

the Policy and Laws

Trevor-Roper Enjoys

Sewanee Visit
by Samuel Howeil

which was founded at Wash-

of 7-13

;idence

Sewanee's Alpha Alpha Circle Sewanee. Mr. Trevor-Roper
is Regius Professor of Modern
History at Oxford University.

He was educated at

Charterhouse and at Christ
Church, Oxford. He is the

-—established in 1929.

C WATCH 3f
-ft THIS jf
-K SPACE Jf

utho

dozen books,

biography o

editor

POEMS WANTED
THE TENNESSEE SOCIETY OF POETS
is compiling a book of poems. If you have
written a poem and would like our selection

committee to consider it for publication,
send your poem and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to:

THE TENNESSEE SOCIETY OF POETS
P. O. Box 6304
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

William Laud and THE LAST
DAYS OP HITLER.

Mr. Trevor-Roper delivered
the -ninth Michael Harrah
Wood Memorial Lecutre at the
University on March 8. His
topic was the historical

philosophy of the
Enlightenment. Later in the
the week, he spoke about the
war aims of Hitler and the
English Civil War.

Mr. Trevor-Roper enjoyed
his visit to Sewanee and the
University, which he said did
not differ much from an

English university. One
difference which he did note
was the greater frequency of
testing in Sewanee. At Oxford
Un

thereby

llty, examim

freeing the student's

'higher academic

Mr. Trevor-Roper and his

the United States after leaving

Sewanee with a trip to Palm
Beach to see friends.

ACADEMIC YEAR ABRO/ J
IVIDUALIZED STUDY PROGR

LONDON

From $1,000. From $1,450.
ro $4,270. to $5,560.

Depending on options chosen & length of

application! accepted until mid-iummi

n(or malum, wtltmi RAB THORNTON, 221 East SO Street,

MADRID

From $1,000
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0. G. CANDIDATES TAKE VARIED

The recent issue of Constitutional

has brought about a necessary reassessment of

student government and its effectiveness.

The focus of much controversy was the Order

of Gownsmen. Many students, both within

and outside the Order, raised important

questions concerning its role in student and

University affairs. In the paragraphs that

follow, I will describe my conception of the

O.G.'srole.

As President, I would endeavor to direct

the Order toward its position as an advisory

body on student opinion for the Delegate

Assembly, the elected student-governing

body. I would work in harmony with the

Speaker of D.A. on such matters that need

exposure to and sanction of student opinion.

1 would also encourage the O.G. to take a

;tand on any issue concerning student affairs

or university policy, but not purport to

represent anyone who is not in the Order.

The O.G. should strive to uphold student

traditions. Yet these traditions should not be

maintained unquestioningly. We should not
expect the student body to act in a certain

manner by appealing to tradition as a means
of refusing to confront legitimate questions.

Traditions must be understood by us and
justified to other as something worthwhile
before we can act to perpetuate them.

I believe that the highest goal of the Order
lies within the realm of academics. As an
honorary body at an instit ution adhering to

the liberal arts philosophy, the Order is in the

best position to assess the quality of our
educational experience. Thoughtful discussion

and criticism of academic policy by the O.G.
will, I believe, foster a greater degree of
respect for the Order among the faculty,
student body, administration, Trustees, and
Regents, lead to a new sense of concern for

quality education among students, and
promote the interchange of constructive ideas

between the student body and policy makers.

Concerning meetings, I believe that the re-

defining of priorities will serve to stimulate

members' interest in attending meetings and
participating in discussion. 1 would do al) I

could to make meetings more worthwhile and
expeditious. I will use my experience in

public speaking and knowledge of parliamen-

tary procedure to accomplish such aims.

As for specific proposals, I would like to

see the conveying of better information about

the O.G. and the privileges of its members to

new gownsmen before their investure.

Convocations will become more meaningful

of them when they have this knowledge.

Second, I propose to invite a dean, the

Provost, the Vice-Chancellor, a Trustee, or a

Regent to each meeting for a brief question

and answer session. In this way individual

opinions can be expressed and queries made.
Third, I would like to establish a curriculum

committee within the O.G. to review present

course offerings and degree requirements, and
recommend changes and new courses to the

faculty and administration. Fourth, I would
support a Constitutional amendment
removing the Order's power of reconsiderat-

ion and veto over the D.A. If the O.G. dis-

agrees with the D.A., it should make its

opinion known by resolution of the O.G., not
by tampering with the D.A.' s decision.

I view the President as one who can aid in

setting goals for the Order and in leading it

toward realization of those goals. Throughout
my tenure as President, I would maintain a

sense of duty as well as a sense of humor. I

will strive to work effectively with the other

officers to reinvigorate the Order and
articulate its opinions to the appropriate

people. By devoting my time, energy, and
ideas to the Order, I hope to merit your
confidence in me.

particular platform, for while it is important

to bring new ideas and energies into any

position of leadership, next year's President's

first job is his responsibility to his fellow

students, whether members of the OG or not.

As evidenced by the majority of those

exercising their voting privileges in the recent

Constitutional revision elections, there is a

dissatisfaction in our present form of student

government. The victor in this coming

election must respond to this discontent and

work to restore confidence in the present

system.

He should, of course, be able to run a

meeting smoothly, accomplishing the most
with the least amount of wasted time and
effort. Being accessible and having time for

the job are two other necessary attributes.

Finally, to return to my initial reason, next

year's President must be able to work
comfortably and successfully with the

Professors, Deans, and administrative officers

of thr University.

With my acceptance of these challenges

for next year, I ask for your support for the

Office of President of the Order of

Joe DeLozier

If I had to give a major reason for

becoming a candidate for President of the

Order of Gownsmen it would be this.

Primarily, I believe I am capable of fairly

assessing and representing the interests,

attitudes and decisions of the OG; expressing

them accurately to the faculty and

administration ; and pursuing them to an

acceptable end. We remain an advisory group;

if our advice is to be heeded, it must be

presented coherently and effectively. With
this in mind, instead of the general repetition

of abstract 'personal qualifications, allow me
to share some of my opinions on the duties

of this office in the coming year.

This office may not be used for any

Lendell Massengale

In making my decision to accept the

nomination for President of the Order of

Gownsmen I had to evaluate the many
responsibilities entailed in this prestigious

position. I had to evaluate myself with respect

to the individual, Lendell Massengale, the

student body, and the university as a whole.

These opening statements may seem some-
what nebulous in nature, but they actually

contain the essential ideas that each candidate

must consider in accepting this mountainous
task. Each candidate must acknowledge his

capacities as a student and an administrator of

student government . He must also attempt to

measure the amount of his efficiency as well

as his rapport with the student body and the

administration.

There are several other areas to explore
which pertain to the Order itself. We need to

re-evaluate the status of the Order of

Gownsmen in terms of its past and the years

to come. We must destroy the myth of the
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Order as an "elitist group" which is not
sensitive and responsible to the student body
as a whole. Destroying this myth would cast
away the veil which has smothered student
activity and expression for so long This
would allow a more harmonic cooperation
with the Delegate Assembly which is essential
to our functioning successfully as a governing
body of the students. To accomplish these
goals we must also continue the constitutional
revision process to alleviate those points of
obvious unclarity. We could approach this
complex task by "amending" and not total
adoption of a new constitution.

After making a personal evaluation and
conferring with fellow students, faculty, and
members of the administration I feel that I

am able to offer the leadership and rapport
needed to accomplish the aforementioned
ideas and effectively execute the duties of
President of the Order of Gownsmen.

ily with students, but also with the faculty
and administration. My strongest qualifi-
cation is my ability to work with others.
In my dealings with committees and the
Regents. I have acquired the respect and
understanding for these men, which is such an
important part of working with them.

Finally, the President of the Order of
Gownsmen must be able to preside well over a
meeting. As President, I would like to see the
Order take a more progressive part in student
government. This can be accomplished better
by the free flow of ideas during the meetings
and by true concern on the student's part.
While the President must keep order and
moderate discussions, he must not let his
personal feelings enter into the discussion.
I have these requirements and am most willing
to be the next President of the Order of
Gownsmen.

Neal Pylant

The Order of Gownsmen's role in student
government is one of an advisory board. For
the Order of Gownsmen to be effective, it

must have a good internal structure and
cohesiveness among its members. There seems
to be dissention among the members as to
what is the Order of Gownsmen's purpose
and is it really a viable organization. I say that
the Order of Gownsmen is viable, but only
when both its members and leaders are willing
to work and to be perceptive to the
University's needs. The President of the Order
must head one of the most respected
organizations on campus and as President, I

hope to be able to contribute to the
recapturing of the internal unity and respect
for the Order.

The President's biggest task is one of
organizing the general meeting's and
committees. Committee coordination would
be best achieved by close contact between the
committee leaders and the President, and by
the wise selection of dependable personnel
for these important positions. As the Order's
President, I could accomplish this task
because I am a good organizer and I work well
with others. It is crucial for an active
President to be capable of functioning not

Jeff Runge
Traditionally, statements by candidates for

student offices which appear in the PURPLE
are written so that they may be interpreted
in any way, according to the whim of the
reader. In order to win a student office
at Sewanee, the candidate must usually
crawl from the cracks in the sandstone,
print a very general statement full of empty
rhetorical mish-mash, and avoid making
positive or negative statements about
anything.

In an effort to shatter yet another tradition,
I intend with this statement to clarify my
stance on a few issues.

1) THE OFFICIAL VOICE OF STUDENT
GOVERNMENT SHOULD COME FROM AN
ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE BODY. The
OG and the DA have two completely separate
functions as I interpret the constitution.
In the OG there has been too much handling
of lesolutions and discussion about matters
totally inappropriate to the OG which should
have been acted upon by the DA. I am an
avid supporter of the idea that matters
outside the constitutional jurisdiction of the
OG should not be discussed in its meetings.
If alleged ineptness of the DA is the argument
against what I have said, I reply that the DA
can never be expected to wax strong or gain
respect if the OG continually meddles in its

affairs. These ideas do not necessarily need

a "Plan B" to be instituted. Perhaps more
subtle change over a longer period is what
is needed, without the abrasive politics of the
classic "Plan B-er."

2)THE OG HAS A DEFINITE PLACE IN
THE CAMPUS, AS WELL AS A
RESPONSIBILITY TO IT. The OG has long
served as a valuable resource for faculty and
administration concerning student opinion.
The areas in which I think the OG ought to
involve itself are the areas of academics,
honor, and discipline. If loosely translated,
"spirit, traditions, and ideals of the
university" could stretch into almost any
area of student interest. If, however
representative student government is to
succeed, a narrow interpretation is needed.
The area of academics is absolutely essential
to the spirit of excellence and the ideal of
a good education. Input from any source is
very valuable in this area, but especially the
OG, since it is a matter of history that if the
faculty and administration listens to
ANYBODY (although a rarity), they are more
likely to listen to their "more studious"
students.

The matter of honor is also essential
to our spirit, traditions, and ideals. I

think that a constant reassessment of the
Honor Code and Honor Council should go
on between the Dean, the Honor Council
Chairman, and the OG president together,
to keep the thing viable. It is the
responsibility of members to "maintain and
promote" the Code, It is also every
Gownman's responsibility 'o maintain and
promote the less essen'ial tradit.ons - the
coal and tie, the wearing of the gown,
closeness of students and faculty — for it is

*hes» things that make Sewanee just<hal
much different from anywhere else,

3|THE OG ATTENDANCE RULE
SHOULD BE ABOLISHED. The privilege of
the gown is given for academic excellence
as measured by the GPA, or by vote of the
membership. I see no reasons why one should
be denied this privilege for not attending a
meeting. The institution of the rule occurred
in my first meeting in 1974, passed as a
measure to insure "representativeness of
opinion expressed by the body. That's the
fallacy I will try to get away from. The OG
is NOT a representative body, no matter how
many people attend meetings. When one
votes out of self-interest (as is usually the
case), he represents no one but himself

4) THERE SHOULD BE MORE
FOLLOW-UP WORK DONE ON MOTIONS
SENT TO THE ADMINISTRATION. Too
many resolutions die and rot on the desks
in the first floor of Walsh-EIlet. Seeing that
the will of the OG is carried out as far as
possible is the responsibility of the president.
Enough said. These are only four issues which
are currently matters of concern. I do not like
I'^ue straddlers, and disagreement is the
first step toward a workable end.

1 run a tight meeting with loose format,
and have plenty of experience doing so.
I pride myself on directness and frankness
on a personal level, which I believe would
contribute to a needed increase in

communication. I pledge to serve the OG
with these resources if you will permit me. I

do not ask that you necessarily agree with me
on the issues, for I shall abide by the sense
of the group. I only ask for your support in

being your president.
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Budget Reform

For Fiscal Conservatives
In last week's editorial I

for significan t correc five ac tion

salaries. The stead/ erosion ov

levels of compensation relative

other Southern liberal arts colleges

established a trend that demands mi

proposed the clear need

in the area of faculty

?r the past ten years of

to both inflation and

zannot go unnoticed. It has

re than one year's progress.

uggested, along

inflation in order to restore our standing.

But given the tightness of our

could such a program possibly be impleme

Dr. Schaetters AAUP
year plan make provisions for annual

o 2H percent over the annual rate of

i ted'

The of the

budget-making process.

The Faculty Budgetary

states that they have found

within this process "for locating which areas are over-

budgeted, underbudgeted, or what items should be

dropped." All this is predicated, according to the report,

"on the assumption that whatever is presently instituted

is reasonable and should be continued." The result is a

"perpetuation of institutions" rather than "the

enhancement of goals, programs, and functions."

A corollary to this is the unsystematic procedure

for evaluation of non-teaching employees, compared

with the evaluation all teaching employees receive

before they are granted tenure. The purpose of these

evaluations should be to remove unqualified and unfit

instructors from the faculty before they institutionalize

themselves. While the procedure doesn't always catch

a few that it should have, and while I'm sure some

people have been let go for the wrong reasons, it is a

fairly systematic way to insure quality in our academic

program. For non-teaching employees, however, there

is no such systematic evaluation. Rather "inability or

unsuitability" is either ignored or it is removed "to a

less responsible position, apparently without a cut in

Reforming governors in some states with financial

problems have instituted what they call "Zero-base

budgeting." Budget allocations for each program and

institution are reset at zero at the beginning of each

budget year. A system is established in which each

seeker after funds must justify his current expenditures

projected ones. No institution or

d "dead wood"

"Over The
n "Yet through it all, His

love for us shone forth."

By Ted Doss

Today is Good Friday. It is

a day like most others to many
of us, with classes in the

morning and homewi

Saturday's classes. Some of us

may be planning to party

tonight. These activities are

fine, as long as they are not the

which

i fore

They :

and defend

program fi

reduced to

the budget

course, yearly calculations could

to become short sigh ted, as well as

te. The evaluating committee would have die

pressure of their own prejudices. To guard

against these problems, the budget-making structure

would have to broadly encompass all areas of University

concern. Judgments would have to be made not only on

yearly performance, but also on permanent value as it

applies to present and future needs.

The alternatives to this system are varied: First we

could continue to ignore the necessities of faculty

support and other academic needs in our present

quagmire of budget priorities. We could be satisfied with

rhetoric instead of action. Second, we could throw

financial prudence to the wind, fund all programs at

their present levels, increase faculty salary raises, run

deficit budgets, and hope for tomorrow. Third, we
could cut academic quality. Student: faculty ratios

would be raised even higher; classes could get fewer and
bigger; and underenrolled academic programs could be

dropped altogether. The "Zero-base" method is clearly

preferable to these.

The point is that academic programs are already

under a good deal of institutionalized pressure for

efficiency and quality, while the bureaucracy which

serves our academic purpose is not. Any bureaucracy

tends to perpetuate and enlarge itself at the financial

expense of those whom it is paid to serve. "Zero-base"

budgeting is the only insurance against this trend.

What can students do? Nothing directiy. They can

voice their concerns to trustees, regents, and

administrators. The trustees and regents must establish

definite policies for budgetary priorities and procedures

to go about in assigning them. They are responsible for

the quality of this University. The administration must

reply with more than rhetoric. It must act firm in its

committment to budgetary economy, designed to serve

a well-financed, quality academic program. -Jim Harper

in Sewame, and God is the

Creator and Fountain of all life.

But today is Good Friday.

Let us pause just a moment or

three to reflect upon the

meaning of this day. To some

it means nothing at all. To
others it is the anniversary o r

an historical event which

centuries ago. To a third group

it is a reality which must be

faced daily, but especially on

this day.

John Donne put it this way

physical pain, the mental and

spiritual guilt at one time or

another. Try to imagine what

the guilt oT everyone who has

ever lived feels like. He took it

ALL upon himself. It was so

much that he cried out,"My

God, my God, why hast thou

foresaken me?" The sin of the

world had separated Jesus from

His Father, but the Father gave

Him the strength to die. Yet

through it all. His love for us

shone forth. God then raised

separation between man and

God could be ended. In the

same way. He will not foresake

us when we call upon Him.

Today is Good Friday. Jesus

died on the cross that we might

have life. We can only have life

by sharing in Christ's death.

Today at 3:00p.m., the death

.-ill ; und l

Hir life, Ih.n

>f Christ's

death. As John Donne said in

"Meditation XVII," "Never

send to know for whom the

bell tolls; it tolls for thee."

363 ye; •Who
God's face, that is selMife,

must die;/What a death were it

then to see God die?" (His

poem "Good Friday, 1613.

Riding Westward" constitutes

day.) Most of

have felt like no i

ion for this

ally walloWe
self-pity at the time. Most

also know how much it hurts

to love someone who only

rebukes our love. Imagine now
how Jesus, the Son of God, the

one blameless person who has

existed on earth, felt on this

day. Let us look at how we

willingly stretching my arms

out on a railroad tie to allow a

spike to be driven through

each. I cannot see myself

willingly stretching my feet out

for the same purpose. And yet,

this is what Jesus did.
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Another Watergate
Mike Honey, 27-year-old

Southern Director of the

National Committee Against Re-

pressive Legislation, will discuss

the Criminal Justice Reform Act
(Senate Bill 1) and related issues

at 8 o'clock, Thursday evening,

April 22, in the Grosvenor

Lounge of St. Luke's Hall.

The meeting is open to the

Mike holds down the

Southern Regional Office of the

NCARL in Memphis. He has

been involved in civil rights,

peace, and civil liberties work
for the last ten years.

The National Committee
Against Repressive Legislation,

formerly National Committee to

Abolish the House Committee
on Internal Security, is an edu-

cational and political' action

group which works to repeal or

block from

stitiutional, repressive laws, and

to remove "witch-hunting" in-

quisitorial, committees from the

Congress. Working with other

organizations and broad citizen

concern, NCARL has helped to

score major legislative gains for

civil rights and liberties, such as

the repeal of the Detention

Camp Law (Title II, McCarran

Act) in 1971, the repeal of the

"No-Knock Law" in 1974, and

in 1975 the abolition of the

House Internal Securities

Committee.
NCARL's current top priority

is the defeat of the Nixon-

Mitchell "Criminal Justice

Reform Act" of the 94th

Congress. NCARL's position is

that this is not a reform act, but

one of the most repressive leg-

islative proposals to hit the

Congress in the past 25 years.

Codespoti's letter, published

in the April 9 issue of the

PURPLE. My own feelings

toward the liberal arts

approach to education change

as often as my situation-nay,

even as the weather wavers.

But there is at the heart of my
attitude(s) a feeling that

feeling tells me that I could

not have been satisfied with

education-simply because

Sewanee 's definition of

education correlates more
highly with my own than any
other definition I've witnessed

in any other institution of

higher learning.

Alas, it is true that educa-

tion as is found here hardly

prepares one for a profession

of any sort (I personally feel

experience is the best teacher).

But it does--or should-provide

one with such a flexibility that

would not ordinarily be pro-

vided by any job-or profess-

ion-specific TRAINING. I am
grateful for that flexibility, a

glorious side-effect of which
has been an increase in

self-confidence. I feel that I am
sufficiently equipped to tackle

any direction I become
inspired to take after

graduation—and only God
knows for certain what that

may be. (At this time my
future is admittedly muddled,
so many are the options

potential, dancing-not unlike

sugarplums--in my head.)

I've said nothing about the

financial circumstances that

will confront many of us as we
leave this mountain haven. I've

talked myself out of being

worried, as there are so many
other anxiety -arousing

situations to be dealt with

immediately. But destitute

though I may be shortly, I

remain flexible and

resourceful. If I had to, I

suppose I couldsubsist on poke
and dandelion greens, wild

strawberries and blackberries as

I make my way across the

continent to Berkeley, Califor-

nia..where on the corners along

Telegraph Avenue, street

musicians and stitchery queens
are still thriving, their cigar

boxes jingling modestly, but
sufficiently.

If li'th'i

seems ambiguous, don't let it

distress you. It's an ambiguous
season. Besides, no matter
what the tone intended, upon
being printed it would become
whitewashed, to be hued anew
by each and every reader in his

I would suspect also that

each of us has his own peculiar

notion as to what education
should or should not provide.

Pew of those notions share an
identical history, so how could
we expect any two notions to

appear as twins? We may not
be able to agree on what sort

of education Sewanee should
provide because we may have
come here with so many
idiosyncratic ideations. So let's

not argue should's and

should-not's. I strongly believe

that at Sewanee one can make
of his education what he
will-i f, of course, it can be
done given the present

structure. If it can't be done
within the confines of a liberal

arts education, then it should
be done somewhere else, I

suppose. That makes sense,

doesn't it?

Thank you
Pat Kington (neither moneyed
nor of the leisure class)

Very Vital

Dear Editors:

I was severely disturbed to

find that you saw fit to take

excessive liberties with the

Commencement Committee
announcement which I wrote
for the PURPLE and which
appeared on the last page of

last week's issue. The reason

the committee wanted to have

PURPLE in the first place was

to let the seniors know NOT so

much what we are doing as

members of the Commence-
ment Committee — that should

be obvious — but far more
importantly, WHOM to contact

Deserves Better

To the Editor of the PURPLE:

An incorrect date appeared in

the last issue of the PURPLE:
The Sewanee Chorale concert is

on Monday evening
, April 26, in

Convocation Hall, not the 28th
as stated in the article. I

appreciate your printing this

correction and hope to have a

description of our program in a

future issue.

While I hate to hurt anyone's
feelings, I think that the review

of Allison Nelson's piano recital

on April 2 was not very well

done; it reminds me of the
English countess who, being

asked to report on a baseball

game, ended up writing about
the colorlessness of the players'

uniforms. It would be better to

have someone do the review who
has enough of a nodding
acquaintance with music to find

something in that excellent and
varied program to comment
upon other than the Gershwin
Prelude, which, though it

certainly is a cute little piece, is

hardly the "high point" in a

recital which also contains such
masterworks as the Copland
Sonata. Mis^ Nelson deserves

better; she played a demanding
program with vigor, accuracy,

and finesse, and overcame
considerable difficuties in

handling a recalcitrant

instrument. Surely there are

music students (and teachers) on
this campus who can use the

English language well enough to

teacher, I would gladly offer

my services as tutor and guide to

any non-musician(or untrained

musician )assigned to review a

musical event.

Thank you for the opportu-

nity to express this view.

John M. Ware

Music Department

Purpose Lost

vith

Activity Fee Allottments Made

By Larry Stewart

The Student Activity Fee

Committee (SAFC) is in the

process of preparing its final

report to the Provost regarding

allocations of the Student Acti-

vity Fee fund for the 1976-

1977 school year.

These allocations will be
discussed in detail in the next

issue of the PURPLE.
The members of the SAFC

from the Order of Gownsmen
are Betsy Cox(secretary) and
Harry Hoffman. The members
from the Delegate Assembly are

Clark Spoden(chairman), Bill

Clinkscales, Billy DuBose,
George Douglas, and Mike Flatt.

1,750

Lacrosse Club

Sewanee Ski and Outing Club 4,675

Women's Interdorm Council 800

suggestions. Since the

of the committee members
were edited out of the

Announcement I shall now give

them again, because it is so

very vital that we receive

input from the senior class

as a whole, and not just from

committee members. Staff co-

ordinators are Daryl Canfill

and Dorothea Wolfe; student

co-ordinator is Jeff Runge, and
the other student members are

Elizabeth Duncan, Brad Berg,

Jennifer Snyder, Andrea
Gribble, Robert Clark, Tyndall

Harris, Julie Baird, Anne
Brakebill, Beth Edsall. Larry

Stewart, Tom Scarritt, and
Brad Jones. Please do not

hesitate to approach any of us

with your ideas.

and Letter to editor

Dear Editor:

Speaking for some of the

local musicians and others

who traveled to Sewanee to

participate in the 5th Annual

Fiddlers' Convention, we hope

that in the future there won't

be such an "assembly line"

atmosphere for the musicians

and for the listeners. I

realize the difficulty Involved

in organizing such an event but

somehow the informality and

joy of playing the music was

lost due to the stiffness of the

program. I felt that the real

purpose of the convention (to

bring the Sewanee community
and the local people and music

together) was somewhat lost.

Maybe next year.

Anne Brakebill Tom Brown
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Trackmen Place Strong

blasted Samford

hurdles. Joe Shultz displayed

that blistering speed which

frustrated the IM football

league by capturing the 100

yard dash (in 10 flat) and

the 220 yard dash. Joe and

Mil

78 poi( which fell

Vanderbilt's
I .1

. \) :

ili.-l.inl

winning total

Samford finished a

third with 14 points.

The Tiger performance was

highlighted by a pair of triple

winners, Joe Shultz and Dave

Funk. Dave Funk displayed

his versatility by grabbing

victories in the broad jump

and in the 120 yard high

Mike Harding seemed to like

quarter miles; for he tied a

school record by running away

with the 440 yard dash in 50

seconds even. Ted Miller won
the 440 yard intermediate

hurdles and Jay MacDonald

cleared 6'1" to take the high

jump to supply Sewanee with

its final two triumphs.

Burly Bulldogs Dump Tigers

oumeyed to Athens to take

>n the tough Georgia Bulldogs

.n Sunday. The Bulldogs who
iad played such trams as

rale, N.C. State, and William

nd Mary, and had lost to the

defei

Atlai

1U-7

on the Georgia football I

to shut off Sewanee's ;

and tag the Tigers with i

Georgia scored the firs

just 20 seconds into

..,:

first quarter in route to a

5-0 lead.

The second quarter the

Tiger offense came to life

as they played Georgia to a

standstill for the remainder or

the half. Crease attack man
John Penn opened the Sewanee
scoring with a pair of quick

goals. Penn was assisted by two

beautiful feeds by offensive

wizard and team leader, Rob
Christian. After this Christian

took the ball to the net himself

as he baffled the Georgia

goalee with a pair of unassisted

glials which pulled Sewanee to

within 10 to 4 at intermission.

The Tigers didn't get their

offense cranked up in the

second half as Georgia chunked
in 5 unanswered goals to put

the game out of reach (15-4)

by the end of stanza number
three.

ulli.-d . fin

>f the afternoon on a long

hoi by Penney File which

cross the field and

pped past the goalee virtually

inoliced. Once again the goal

up by a Rob Christian

feed.

The outstanding

who lead the

the other three.
Mile relay anch

SPRING USHERS IN BASEBALL ACTION
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ATO DYNASTY REIGNS
by S. Weber

The first week of IM Softball

was marked by mass confusion

as the collapse of the Chi Psi's

and then the Theologs brought

on two schedule changes that

left almost everyone bewildered.

The games themselves have

ranged from tight defensive

battles to wild free-for-alls with

as many as 79 runs scored in one

game. The league has displayed

every facet that makes baseball

so charming: late inning rallies,

dramatic home runs, comical

errors, dogs roaming through the

infield, and of course plenty of

rhubarbs over the umpiring.

And, lest I forget, that old

friend that always torments a

baseball season finally made his

grand entrance as the Faculty-

SAE game of Sunday became
the first victim of the rain out.

PDT vs. SAE
The Phi's used a 7 run second

inning outburst to bolt out to an

early 9-3 lead over the SAE's

and held on for a season opening

13-11 victory. Despite the quick

start the Phi's had to rally for 4

runs in the sixth to claim the

triumph as the SAE's had fought

Indy upset hopes.

BTD 7 2 6 5 3 23

ATO-Faculty
The ATO's, preseason

favorites, jumped on the Faculty

for nine runs in the first inning

isted 22

BOOK STORE

BOOK THRIFT SALE

50% off cover price

Quality Titles from the

Active Lists of Americas

Leading Publishers.

triumph. The gai

reasonably close until the ATO's
erupted for 9 more tallies, in the

fifth to put the game even

beyond the reach of Mac Petty's

power bat.

ATO 901 39 22

Fac 400 02 6

DTD vs. ISKRA
The power hitting of Rick

Jones and the rest of the Delts

proved too much for a

surprisingly strong Iskra squad as

the Delts opened their season

with a 24-12 win. Despite 11

first inning runs the Delts could-

n't shake off Iskra until the

fourth where the Delts added six

Faculty-Theologs

The faculty notched its firs

win of the season by accepting :

forfeit fromthe Theologs.

Independent vs. BTP
A pair of round-trippers by

Mark Stanton led an unrelenti

barrage as the Beta's big gi

battered a trio of hapless Indy
pitchers en route to a 23-13
triumph. After falling behind
early the Indies pulled to within

2 in the fifth but Jack Peacock
and Phil Durrance dashed the

SN-Theologs

Once again the Theologs =
proved to be no-shows. This
time the Snakes were the benefi-

ciaries of thier absence as they

used the forfeit to start their

season on a winning track. |

PGD-KA
The KA's overcame a 12 run

deficit in the second inning to

pull out an amazing 29-19

victory over the Fiji's in an

awesome display of power. The
booming bats of Joe Thorn.

Dave Muckle, and H.&L. Cashes
this really softball I'm reporting)

staked the PGD's to their early

lead but the KA's struck back
with 14 runs in the third and
continued to pour it on while

Rob Pearigen cooled off the Fiji

DKE-LCA
The Chops rallied for three

runs in the bottom of the

seventh to scrape by a scrappy

Deke squad by a 15-14 tally.

The game was incredibly close

all the way as neither team led

by more than 3. The LCA rally

nullified a two out 3 run blast

!
IM Standings

"I

j TEAM W L PCT G'B' 1

1 ATO 3 1.000 |

= BTP 3 1.000
= SN 1 .800

= DTD 3 1 .750 Vt

1 FAC. 3 1 .750 •A =

= LCA 2 2 .500 1W
5 PDT 1 ;500 m
= SAE 1 1 .500 IV,

= lnd. 1 2 .333 2

= PGD 1 2 .333 2

= KA 1 3 .250 2V4

I DKE 3 .000 3

= ISKRA 4 .000 314
|

Mcma&e &&<B&e

Take Me Out to the Ballpark

1. In the past 20 years the

Dodgers have played in three

parks: name them.

2. What stadium do the Twins
play in? In what city is it

located?

4. Before Riverfront what
stadium was home to the

Cincinnati Reds?

Three Rivers Stadium its name.

What mammoth park did the

Pirates inhabit before Three

which put the Dekes up 14-12 in

the top of theseventhand tagged

the DKE's with their first lost

despite an excellent effort.

BTP vs. PDT
The Betas held off a seventh

inning Phi rally to hang on to a

hard earned 14=12 victory. The
Beta cannons reamained
strangely silent for the first three

innings as the Phi's edged out to

a 6-2 advantage. The Beta's

obliterated the Phi lead with 8

runs in the fourth and then

managed to shut off the Phi's

in the seventh to preserve the

triumph.

LCA vs. Faculty

Nature turned out the lights

on a dramatic last inning LCA
rally as the Faculty grabbed a 22

to 20 win. The Chops had lead

11 to 6 after four but wilted be-

fore a withering Faculty attack

which tallied 16 runs in the last

three innings. With 2 outs in the

seventh the Chops trailed 22-12.

There were still 2 outs when the

game ended with the Faculty

winning 22-20.

Fac. 3 2 1 5 4 7 22

LCA 6 4 1 10 8 20

SN-ISKRA
The Snakes struck for 20 runs

in the first 2 innings and coasted

to an easy 30-9 triumph over the

Flames. The Iskra defense

suffered as outfielders ignored

the ball in order to protect their

LCA vs. PGD
The Chops had to rally for 3

runs in the bottom of the

seventh, after blowing a 13 to

1 lead to escape with a

disputed 19-18 triumph over
the Fijis. The dramatic action

was set up by some fine relief

pitching by Joe Thoni who
held the Chops to 3 runs for

four innings, while Larry Cash
blasted two 4 baggers and the

PGD's poured in 16 runs. The
dispute arose over a

controversial call by umps
Jones and Weber on a baseline

collision which aided the late

Chop rally.

SN vs. DKE
The SN's erupted for 17

is in the top of the seventh

blow open a close game and

49 30 victory. A near

bio nter

made a major contribution to

the record shattering 79 runs

scored.

ATO-lndy
The ATO's used a 5 run third

inning uprising and the nifty

pitching of John Upperco to

down the Ihdys 11-8. The Indys,

behind the hitting of Hoffman,
Austin and Massengale, had

jumped to an early 6-1 lead, but

then Upperco wandered out of

the woods and onto the mound
to shut off the Indy attack.

THE 1ST NATIONAL BANK OF TRACY CITY

'THE BANK THAT CARES'

Tracy City, TN Monteagle, TN

SN-KA
The SN's blasted out 12 runs

in the third inning and took an

easy 18-3 victory over the KA's.

The KA's who trailed from the

first inning were completely

shackled by the pitching of Jim

Flowers.

GRAB YOUR DATE AND COME ON DOWN TO

IZZA" Tl£6r Dd]f HAMBUROE*

NEW HAPPY HOURS!!!
Mon.-Thurs. 7-8 p.m. $1.65 pitcher/35 mug
Friday 7-9 p.m. $1.55 pitcher/.30 mug

We now serve 16 inch pizzas

COWAN CAFE

'Home Cooked Meals'

pen daily except Sunday

5a.m.-4p.m;
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Fleet Phi's Filch Track Title

by Rainey Gray

The PDT.s scored an

impressive victory in the IM
track meet and took a large

step forward in the race for the

overall trophy. The LCA's and

the Delts, also gunning for the

trophy, took second and third

places, respectively. The Betas

placed a very close fourth, the

Fiji's fifth, and the Deke's took

sixth place.

The Phis were led by long

distance expert Scott Tulley,

who finished first in both the

mile (4:66.9) and the two mile

run(10:50.1), and also took

second in the 880 yard run.

This gave him a total of 28

points, the highest total of any

performer in the meet. The Phi's

Bobby Friedrich won the shot

put with a toss of 34'1V<". and

finished second in the javelin

and third in the discuss. Philip

Carpenter finished second in

both the 100 and 220 yard

dashes to help the Phi cause.

The LCA's were led by

another double winner, Peter

Steffen. He captured the 220

yard dash in 25.6 seconds and

the 440 yard dash in 56.8

seconds. Charles Nichaus took

the pole vault for the Chops,

who took numerous third and

fourth places to keep them close

to the lead.

The only other double winner

was Gene Price of the PGD's.

He won the 120 yard high

hurdles in a time of 22.5

and the high jump with a leap of

5'8". Other winners were Mark
Phillips in the hundred yard dash

(11.3 seconds), Frank Marchman
in the 880 yard run(2:13.3) and

Steve Smith in the 220 yard low

hurdles(30.6 seconds). Phil

Durrance captured the discuss

with a toss of 88'4", while the

Fiji's Blair Dickerson won the

javelin with a throw of 138'6".

Len Price broad jumped 18'1"

to give the Dekes a boost in the

point total, and the Delts' Rick

Jones' captured the triple jump
with a jump of 38'3". Jones,

who also took seconds in the

broad jump and the high jump,

totalled 26 points as he placed

a very close second to Scott

Tulley's leading total of 28.

The big surprise of the meet
was the conspicuous absence of

the Independents. The Indians

were expected to run very well

in the meet but a failure to get

their line-up in at the scratch

meeting brought a disappointing

disqualification to the would-be

Indy competitors.

Paddle Pushers Pound Water

J M Softball Roundup
(eont. from p. 9)

DTD vs. DKE

The Delts whose bats are
potent enough by themselves
used a strong tail wind to blast

out a barrage of home runs that

buried the DKE's under a 30-14
avalanche.

DTD 5 7 4 8 6 30

DKE 10 1 8 4 14

KA-SAE

The SAE's used power hitting

and consistent pitching to tag

the KA's with a 24-14 loss. The
SAE's poured 17 runs across the

plate in the first 3 innings to

mount a lead that the KA's
could never erase.

The Indys picked up thei

first win of thiseasonwhen th

KA's found their ranks thinne

Friday afternoon contest,

BTP-SN

The Betas behind the hitting

of Dave Funk and Mark

Mudano, overcame a 7 run

second inning Sigma Nu
outburst, and nailed down their

third straight win by a 16-10

tally.

accepting a forfeit from the

Iskrans who were unable to get

up for the game after the

Fiddler's Convention.

ATODTD

The first true battle of the

giants took place on Sunday
when the ATO's and the DTD's

' squared off. The game was all

that it promised to be and more
as ATO's battled back from an

11-7 defi-cit after five, with 3 in

the sixth and one in the seventh

to tie the game and send it into

extra innings. The ATO's
grabbed 2 runs in the top of the

8th and held on for a 13-11

victory- I" a game marked by

hard hitting and solid defensive

play, the key had to be the Delts

failure to cross the plate in any

of the last three innings.

by Ellis Misner

The Canoe Team has been

very busy this spring. The last

weekend of spring break, a

group from Sewanee met
at the Nantahala River for the

Spring Races and placed second

to a decked boat team from

Hampshire College in

Massachusetts. Sewanee
standouts in the race were Phil

Williams winning the K-l novice

slalom and Sue Wiygul winning

the K-l Women's novice slalom.

Sue Wiygul and Jimmy Williams

won the C-2 Mixed open slalom
and Helen Minic and Ellis Misner
took second. Misner took first in

the C-l open slalom and Ed
Calhoun took third. In the

Wildwater events, Dean Puckett
and Phil Williams placed a close

second in the C-2 open class.

Dr. Coldwell took second in the

C-l open and Dean Puckett took
third. In the C-2 Mixed open,
Minic and Misner took first with
the fastest open boat time of the

day; Wiygul and J. Williams

took second.

The weekend of April 3 and

4 found the Team at the Upper
Chattahoochie Races at Helen,

Georgia. The slalom standouts in

that race were Wiygul and J.

Williams taking first in the C-2

Mixed open slalom and J.

Williams and Misner taking first

in the C-2 decked competition.

Minic and Misner took second in

the C-2 Mixed in the wild-water

competition. Other slalom and

wildwater results are unknown.
On April 10 and 11, Sewanee

went to the Locust Fork Races

in Alabama. The Wiygul—
Williams team took second in

the C-2 mixed open slalom and

third in the C-2 Mixed decked

competition. In the Wildwater

races , Dean Puckette took

second in the C-l open race.

Phil Williams and Puckette took

second in the C-2 open behind

Dr. Caldwell and Frank

Marchinon. Minic and Misner

placed second in the C-2 Mixed

Faculty -ISKRA

The Faculty recorded

third victory of the season

downing a scrappy Iskra team

The Fijis notched a win by

LCA-DTD

An inspired pitching

performance by the Delts

twirler, Hal Shultz, lead the

Delts to a 7-3 victory over the

Chops. Pitching and fine defense

marked the game as the swift

LCA outfield throttled the

usually awesome Delt attack.

Despite this, however, the Delts

used a 4 run fifth to snap a 3-3

tie and snatch a victory.

-I E

^°bL^P_E_J:J^pi^_fIPRESENTATIY?

Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Components

to Students at lowest prices. Hi Commission,

NO Investment required. Serious inquiries ONLY!

FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave.

Fairfield, New Jersey 07006

ARLENE MUZYKA 201-227-6814

'THE LATE NIGHT PLACE TO SHOP'

Open 8 a.m.- 11p.m. Mon.-Sat. j

In Cowan Thomas 'Mose' Wilson j

\Monteagle Dairy Queen

NOW WITH INDOOR

SEATING

Wriggley Field

Crosley Field

6. Comiskey Park

HALF OFF ON ALL BICENTENNIAL

NEEDLEWORK

598-0334 open Tues.-Sat 12-5 p.)

Just one block down from the Bishop's Common on

Georgia Aye. in Sewanee

#̂ W%j»

NOW SERVING GANNON YOGURT

Also: EXOTIC COFFEE & DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

Open 11:30 a.m.- Mdniojit daily dosed on Sunday

In Sewanee—call S9&5774
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INTERVIEW II : J. JEFFERSON BENNETT
(cont. from page 2)

PURPLE: A reporter at the time asked you what the Regents thought

should be done about the question of the student-faculty course load and you

of course told him that that was really not the Regents' immediate concern;

but since they talked about it, surely they had some interest in there and I was

wondering if they expressed any opinion one way or the other on the issue.

BENNETT: Yes, let me explain how the Board of Regents probably should

work. For instance, I think I was right when I said the course load, the

curriculum, and so on - decisions in that area - are not properly the board's

immediate concern, as opposed to the policies surrounding the decisions that are

made by faculty, by the administration, or by students, whatever the case might

be.

I think the board's reaction was to assure all of us here that it was their

feeling that the students' concern and sense of pressure was a real thing and

needed to be given serious consideration by faculty, deans of students; that it

was not, in other words, a false issue. And when the Board does that I think the

board is acting quite properly. In other words, "In our judgement, perhaps this

is a problem. Address it."

PURPLE: Did the board express any opinions as to what sort of educational

priorities might be held firmly in mind as we do deal with this problem?

BENNETT: In terms of educational priorities, they, as are we, are firmly

committed to the classical liberal arts approach in undergraduate education.

They, as are we, are most anxious that we demand enough of ourselves, and that

we continue at the head of the list in terms of the quality of what we do here.

PURPLE: While we're talking about the Board of Regents, I'm curious to

know what sort of resources do they have for making their general policy

judgements, including what the administration and faculty tell them, the letters

to the editor in the PURPLE, etc. What resources do they draw on when they

meet four times a year?

BENNETT: Well, first, they receive from the heads of the various operating

sections of the University a report submitted directly to them by that person. I

get a copy, too, so I can respond to it and to the Regents, but that goes directly

to them, not through me, not edited by me. I may comment on it later, I may
disagree with part of it, but that is part of the resource that they have. They
also have my own report which is usually quite lengthy, sometimes perhaps

more than it ought to be, in an effort on my part to make certain that they've

gotten all that I can make available to them.

But I think far beyond that is their own personal and professional

backgrounds that they bring to their meetings. First, with only one exception,

they are all graduates of Sewanee, they know the place. Most of themhaveserved

on the Board of Trustees before they have been elected to the Board of Regents.

Then, they bring their own resources here. John Woods, Chairman of the Board

of the First National Bank of Birmingham is Chairman of our Endowment

Management Committee. George Snellings, from Monroe, Louisiana is another

example. He is a highly successful attorney, the general c

and a beautifully educated man, including the days that

of his formal education. He serves as chairman of our Resolutions Committee.

And so on around the board. The bishops and priests who serve on the board

bring to that board their own religious convictions and their own concept of

nd Sewanee's relationship to the church:

"i resource they bring. During the course

f time, they do in fact, through the

the Church's relationship

joint ministry. I think that's the

of their meeting, within the limi

committee structure, meet and talk

of Sewanee. And, of course, they a!

criticisms, questions, concerns and support.

PURPLE: I imagine it's a tough job to fill.

BENNETT: It is. We have an excellent board, though. I really

think it is the finest board I have ever seen in terms of devotion

committment of their own time and talents, and third I think the <

to the proposition that their business is to make policy and not t

That is very important.

DISSENT

PURPLE: Do you think that

hurt the University's good public relation:

BENNETT: No. Not honest criticismE

all. I think that if we c

i hit ; done in Sewanee

; that is based on fact. Not at

rn ourselves too much with exploring in depth and

problems, it gives a false picture of the University.

But I have a motto in terms of criticisms or exposure of problems to go

on, that is, when in doubt, fall back on the truth and let it ride. At least the

people know you are being honest with them and not hiding some horrendous

problem that's under the table somewhere. So, no, I don't mind that at all.

Every college president who is worth his salt, I think, has to have two things*—

one is thick skin and the other is humor. A third, perhaps is a sense of time, so

that you can plan and meet a problem in terms of perspective, instead of an

immediate something that must have a fire put out somewhere.

But no, I don't think so. I do think that is awfully easy, particularly for

student publication, to overplay that whichis wrong, and underplay that winch

is right and thereby create a false picture. On the other hand I think there is

nothing worse than the student newspaper on a campus which is run strictly as a

house organ. I can pick up a student newspaper on almost any campus

and tell you what their philosophy is.

PURPLE: I was getting ready to ask what you thought the PURPLE's role

in that was.

BENNETT: I think it is ai

the very nature of your beint

I would. That's part of bei

perhaps you are not being a

we ought all of us to insist

two occur, let her rip.

PURPLE: I think we

honest reflection of what yousee. And I think by

a student you'll become a bit more exercised than

ig a student. And if those things don't happen

ery good student. That's fine. But I do think that

nhonestyand good solid DATA. And when those

tha

Refresher
course.

From one beer lover to another.
E STROH BREWERY COMPANY, I

THE UNIVERSITY SUPPLY

STORE

EUROPE
^OimiF/Sfd'rt

4'"''

r~"™ &„ 800-325-4867® Un-.Travel Chart

JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS

Valley Liquors

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

WE SELL

BEER ON SUNDAY

SANDWICHES AND PARTY SUPPLIES

IN MONTEAGLE
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Seminar Views Sexual Attitudes
A two-evening seminar- of Science degree in Human in a mental health-drug a bus*

"Sexuality and Communication: Development and Family Life program in Nashville; and Steven

The Quest for Quality Relation- and U currently employed by the Mallett, who holds a master's

ships" -- will be held at 8:30 state welfare department. degree in Religious Communi-
p.m., Tuesday and Wednesday Following their presentation cations.

evenings, April 20-21, in Gros- the audience will have an A panel on values clarifica-

venor Lounge, St. Luke's opportunity to submit written tion, moderated by Assistant

seminary. The program is questions to be dealt with by University Chaplain

designed to encourage explora- Mr. and Mrs. Harkey and by Daryl CanfiH,

of Drs. Henrietta Croom and Harry

personal attitudes toward Yeatman of the College biology

sexuality, and is sponsored by a departmi

subcommittee of the Human

the

Ecology Project in consultation will consider the many levels

with representatives of the which persons relate

Multi-County Mental Health another, and will

Center, Tullahoma. differing lifestyles as they

Sessions will be led by a involve elements of human sex-

team from Nashville who uality. Speakers will include

regularly conduct sexual attitude Steven McArthur, who holds a

reassessment workshops for master's degree

students, professional counselors, Studi

draw togeth

ng presentations

coherent framework
ing's program thought. Through this process,

embers of the audience will be

d to a better understanding of
leir own values, identities, and

thical positions as they relate to

themselves
individual sexual beings.

In addition to the Chaplain
Religious Canfill the panel will include the

Pastoral Couseling; Rev. Jack Gessell of the School

others, using a highly Ms. Dorothy Gager, a member of of Theology, Mr. and Mrs.

successful format developed by the Academy of Certified Social Harkey, Ms. Gager, and Ms.

the National Sex Forum of San Worker with a master's degree in Janice Barkley of the Multi-

Francisco and used in a number social work, Jeffrey Williams, County Mental Helath Center,

of medical schools. who received a B.S. degree in A reception-with keg-will
psychology

Harry Hoffman Named
NCAA Scholar-Athlete

the nferenceBecause
format is designed to be
experienced as a whole and will

culminate in a values clarifi-

I to make plan;

both evenings

I be held after

Proctor Selection Begins

Under Changed System
for

evening will focus on individ

dual identity and man-womar
relationships, including the

physiology of sex as it relates tc

such relationships. The sess

will be led by John and Kathl*

Harkey of Nashville. John to rising

Harkey holds a master's degree interested

ntly proctoi

hool year began

when fifty-seven

for proctor

•re returned to the

office of Deans of Students.

Applications, along with a

description of proctor

responsibilities were available

positions >

begin April

candidates will meet I

Exectuve Committee for int

views. Two senior girl proct>

have been added to I

Harry Hoffman of Nashville,

University of the South basket-

ball star and Dean's List student,

has won an NCAA postgraduate

scholarship, one of 15 awarded

to basketball players this year.

Hoffman 6'4" forward, was

instrumental in the Sewanee

Tigers' la;

So
a) fellow

bilt Uni

Harkey holds a Mastei

per game this year, with 48% of

his shots from the field scoring.

He made 81% from the foul line,

and was third in assists with 67.

Coach Mac Petty called him

"an unselfish ball player. . . a

very hard and intense worker,

the Committee dedicated, very disciplined. . .

not serve as committee the same type player as he is a

bers during the interviews, student."

university.(Sewanee awards no
athletic scholarships.) He is

chairman of the HonorCouncil,
vice-president of the Order of
Gownsmen, student governing

body, and as a proctor is a

member of the Discipline

Committee. He is also a member
of Omicron Delta Kappa honor

ged~16.2 points'
fraternity, and

,
and the Chaplai

ogy

Pre-registration for the fall

semester will begin April 22
and run through May 3.

Gownsmen may register April

22 and 23. Other students

whose names begin with A-M
are scheduled to register April

26 and 27; registration for

students whose names begin

with N-Z is April 29 and
30. Reservation fees of $150
must be paid before

pre-registration.

...COMMENCEMENT

SUGGESTIONS...

Wilkins Scholar by the decided school yet.

Who in American
Colleges.

He is Sewanee's ninth NCAA
scholar-athlete. Before his

selection Sewanee stood ninth in

the nation in total NCAA
scholarships won, tied with

UCLA and Princeton.

Hoffman is the son of Mr.

and Mrs. Henry T. Hoffman,

Medical compiled a list of applicants A final vote of the Committee Hoffman, a biology major Sr„ of 151 Holly Forest,

"
and distributed it to members will determine proctor with a 3.86 grade point average, Nashville. He plans to attend

oftheOG and D.A. who will selection. was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in medical school.has already been

vote on the candidates. This Dean Seiters explained that his junior year. He was also accepted by Vanderbilt but has

popular vote will go on record the selection process has been

as a factor in final changed in order to insure that

consideration for proctors, but all qualified students interested

but will not determine in serving as proctor can be

nomination or elimination. considered. There is an

The applications will be emphasis on proctorship as a

screened by the Dean of Men, job rather than just an honor,

the Dean of Women, three and the Deans' office has

members of the O.G. sought to make understood

appointed by the O.G. exactly what proctor respon-

president, and three members sibilities and obligations are.

of the D.A. appointed by the Mr. Seiters feels that the

D.A. Speaker. The panel will O.G./D.A. vote on candidates

reduce the number of is still an important input on

candidates by considering the proctor selection but that a

candidates' answers to review of applications provides

questions on the job the committee important

application. additional knowledge of

Final selection processes candidates.

'An old friend with <

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE
Compounding interest daily — paying quarterly

Anyone wishing
to express his or her ideas
regarding commencement
events should speak with Daryl

student co-ordinator;
the other student members of
the comm i i tee . They are

:

Elizabeth Duncan, Brad Berg,
Andrea Cribble, Jennifer
Snider, Tyndall Harris, Robert
Clark, Julie Baird, Anne
Brakebill, Larry Stewart, Beth
Edsall, Tom Scarritt, and Brad

Hungry 3:00a.m.?

THE

OAK TERRACE
TRUCK STOP

OPEN 24 HOURS

CAMfING - SPOUTING GOODS

JUDGFS QVM SHOf

MATADOR
STEAK .ROOM

Specializing in Steaks ana Seafoods

Open 5p.m.—till 1 1 p.m. Seven Days
Students—Listen to this outstanding bargai

STUDENT SPECIAL-Steak for two only $7.50

on Monday thru Thursday
This iacMts 22*1. of mm. potato, salad bar , and braid

Become a
Lawyers Assistant

andputyour
educationtowork.
The National Center for Paralegal Training is offering

college graduates the opportunity to enter the legal

field as a Lawyer's Assistant. This intensive 12-week

graduate program may qualify you to become part of

a skilled legal team.

Specialize n Corporati ons; Estates Trusts and Wills;

Litigation; or Real Esta e and Mortgages.

For a free brochure about this c areer opportunity.

call (404) 659-2966 or simply mail the coupon

below.

Nam. Phnra.

D Summer 1976 a "all 1976

The National Center K
for Paralegal Training ^


